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MINUTES

SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT & TAXATION COMMITTEE

DATE: August 25, 2006

TIME: 4:30 p.m.

PLACE: Gold Room

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Bunderson, Vice Chairman Hill, Senators Stegner, Sweet
McKenzie, Williams, Corder, Malepeai, Langhorst

MEMBERS
ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

MINUTES: Chairman Bunderson called the meeting to order at 4:30 p.m.  He
welcomed the audience of approximately 65 people and stated that the
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the Property Tax Relief Act, H 1
and reviewed the agenda outline.

The Chairman introduced former Senator John Sandy, the Governor’s
Chief of Staff.

Mr. Sandy said it was an honor to make the presentation of this bill.  He
stated that Idaho’s economy and needs have changed.  In 1931, there
was a “Property Tax Relief Act of 1931".  Through the years, more
changes have occurred.  Today, the “Property Tax Relief Act of 2006" is
being presented.

He stated that after the last Legislative Session, numerous legislators and
others asked the Gentleman on the second floor to revisit the need for
property tax relief.

Mr. Sandy said that property tax relief has been discussed in the
Legislature, the summer of 2005 statewide hearings were held, 40 to 50
bills were presented last winter, and there is continuing discussion all over
the state.  There were agreements on several things, but add-ons caused
problems.  The Gentleman on the second floor agreed to revisit the
property tax issue with four conditions: 1) Constitutional; 2) Immediate,
substantial and permanent property tax relief; 3) Protect education; and 4)
Obtain the votes to pass the bill - 36 in the House and 18 in the Senate. 
He also asked that if a bill was to be presented, the public would have 30
days for review and input.

There was much input from across the state from citizens, legislators from
both parties, and interest groups.  Many responses touched the heart of
the Gentleman on the second floor.  One such response was from
Rosalee, 70,  from Worley.  She and her husband worked for many years
to build a house to live and retire in.  He is now deceased and she has
been struggling to pay her bills.  In order to pay her property tax, she sold
her transportation and other items and now has nowhere to turn.  She
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wrote “my only hope is your plan to shift part of the burden of this tax to
the sales tax fund, for which you have my hearty approval”.

Mr. Sandy said that “much misinformation has and is being distributed
about H 1 and that this bill is a compromise.  Does everyone get
everything?  No.  This bill gets to the heart of the problem and it meets the
criteria of the Gentleman on the second floor.  It is constitutional, it is
immediate, substantial, and permanent property tax relief.  It protects
schools with $100 million and now the vote is up to you.” 

Mr. Sandy then yielded to Representative Lake.  

Chairman Bunderson welcomed Representative Lake.

Representative Lake reviewed each section of the bill.

Following Representative Lake’s presentation, the committee was invited
to ask questions

Senator Langhorst directed his question to Mr. Sandy.  He said that
property tax solutions for people like “Rosalee” are the purpose of this bill.
He asked if it was true that most of the property tax relief does not go to
people like “Rosalee”?    Mr. Sandy replied that everyone will get property
tax relief, substantial relief.  He stated that there is overwhelming support
for this bill in the office of the Gentleman on the second floor.  Senator
Langhorst asked if there was a conscious strategy to do this now before
people go to the polls in November to vote on the initiative to raise the
sales tax specifically for education funding.  Mr. Sandy replied “absolutely
not”.  He said the whole debate has been about property tax.  This issue
has been on the table for two years and there is now money to do this.

Chairman Bunderson said a draft “white paper” analysis of the bill was
mailed to all Senators last Saturday with pro-con arguments.  It analyzes
the impacts of H 1, as it affects the taxpayers, the state budget and 
education.  The affect on taxpayers includes a financial analysis along
with pro and con arguments. 

He then addressed the people who wished to testify.  He asked them to
listen to the points made, and if their points had been made, to please
forgo testifying.  If their points have not been made, to please address the
committee.

The Chairman then addressed the committee regarding the mailing. 
Under the Proclamation, he said they were invited to meet with your
constituents and gather information from them to see what they thought. 
He then asked if the committee had any comments to the “white paper”.

Senator Langhorst said, with regard to the mailing, the page after the
index, that ALL of the studies the committee has seen have concluded
that there is little benefit to residential homeowners.  He then asked if
anyone really disagreed with this conclusion.    Senators Hill, Stegner
and Sweet said they disagreed.

Senator Hill said that the only indication that homeowners might be
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losers on this is (and you will see that each study is different and about
every week there is a different study) the state and federal income tax,
which he said he had some real issues with.  If the state and federal
income tax ramifications were taken out, all taxpayers would benefit.  He
feels there have been some false assumptions made regarding that.

Chairman Bunderson called on Dan John, Tax Policy Advisor, Idaho
Tax Commission, to comment.  He deferred to Commissioner
DuWayne Hammond.

Commissioner Hammond said he wasn’t sure what documents and
information the committee has, so he will address what he thinks they
should have.  He provided a handout titled Property Tax Relief Act of
2006, Annualized Impacts.  He stated that he has spent his summer
vacation working on this.  

The Commissioner feels that this bill returns property taxes back to local
budget-driven forces and removes that element that is beyond people’s
control from it.  He believes it provides solid tax relief.  The only solid
numbers Commissioner Hammond said he had is on page 1 of his
handout.  

Page 2 is a break-down of the sales tax studies.  Of all the studies made,
he feels the Utah study is the most accurate.  Commissioner Hammond
said that people that have made studies relating to sales tax use the ratio
of one-third (1/3) two-thirds (2/3).  One-third paid by business and two-
thirds paid by individuals.  The Commissioner stated that if the Utah study
is correct, column 4 on page 2, the net proceeds will be $67 million to
Idaho property taxpayers after sales tax.  Column 2 on page 2 is a more
recent study by COST (Council On State Taxation).  Their study also
showed a $67 million savings to Idaho property taxpayers.  

Page 3 contains information relating to itemizing.  Commissioner
Hammond stated that individuals who itemize their deductions when filing
their tax returns realize a larger return than those who do not.  One-third
of Idaho’s residents filed a form 40 in 2005, claiming a property tax
deduction.  Two-thirds filed a form 40 in 2005 taking the standard
deduction with no property tax deduction.

Page 4 provides more information, based on the Utah study, assuming it 
is correct.  The Commissioner said that he needed to provide some
information and he used his best guess based on some assumptions.  He
stated that if the income tax assumptions are all true and if the sales tax
assumptions are true, the final result is about one-half of the $67 million
stays in the pocket - but it is dependent on a lot of assumptions.  

Page 5 shares information regarding what the result would be by the
COST study.   

Page 6 reviews the estimated tax impacts of H 421a, passed in the last
legislative session (Homeowners Exemption).

Senator Hill addressed a question to Commissioner Hammond.  He said
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that in calculating the income tax effects of losing the deduction for
property taxes, did he take into account the growing number of taxpayers
who are being hit with alternative minimum tax under which no deduction
is allowed for any kind of taxes?  The Commissioner replied no.

Senator Hill then asked if he had taken into account all the tax services
that indicate the option to deduct either the sales tax or state income tax
(whichever is higher) and has a very high likelihood of being renewed,
retroactive for 2006.  Was that taken into account for these calculations? 
The Commissioner asked Don John, Tax Commission Manager to
respond.  Mr. John said the assumptions were based on current law.

With no further questions for the Commissioner, Chairman Bunderson
directed the committee’s attention to a memorandum in their packet from
Jeff Youtz, Budget and Policy Director, showing appropriation trends
and projections to 2023.  He then asked Mr. Youtz to comment.

Mr. Youtz provided a budget update to the committee and directed his
remarks to it.  Inserted into the minutes is the text of that update.

FY 2007 Budget Update
Potential Impact of Proposed Property Tax Relief
Act of 2006

The Governor*s Division of Financial Management has released a revised
revenue projection for fiscal year 2007, following the record-setting
revenue collections of 16.5 percent for FY 2006. The new revenue
estimate for FY 2007 projects an increase of 3.4 percent over the FY
2006 actual collections (line 2 in the table below). The components of the
revenue collection forecast include a 2.4 percent increase in individual
income taxes, a 5.3 percent increase in sales taxes and a 6.6 percent
increase in corporate income taxes. However, according to DFM, more
than $133 million included in the FY 2007 forecast is considered one-time
revenue tied to the construction boom and is not expected to continue on
an ongoing basis.

The table (which is included in the attachments to these minutes) includes
the estimated fiscal impact of RS16445, the Governor*s proposed bill,
which the Legislature will consider in special session on August 25. The
key revenue components of the Governor*s proposal, listed in lines 9
through 12 below, include a $100 million transfer to the Public Education
Stabilization Fund (line 9), which will bring the balance to $112 million,
and a one-cent increase in the sales tax, which will go into effect October
1 and generate about $142 million for the seven remaining months in FY
2007. A full year of collections at the increased rate will yield
approximately $219 million in revenue. There are also some fiscal impacts
on the circuit breaker pay-out and the personal property tax agriculture
exemption, listed in lines 11 and 12, as a result of eliminating the
maintenance and operation levy. And finally, the public schools
appropriation will require an additional $250 million in general funds to
replace the M & 0 property tax levy eliminated in RS16445 (line 16).
Based on the new revenue estimate from the Governor*s Office, the
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short-term budget impact of RS16445 indicates a revenue balance of
about $198 million.

Because the sales tax does not go into effect until October 1, $77.2
million of the increase will be subsidized by the one-time surplus. In FY
2008, that budget gap would be filled with a full 12 months of the
increased sales tax collection.  (End of text.)

Mr. Youtz said that the Governor’s August revenue forecast will be used
until a new forecast is made in January, 2007. The revenue collections for
2006 were record-setting collections, being 16.5% over the previous year. 
The Governor’s projection for 2007 is a 3.4% increase over that number.  

Mr. Youtz pointed out that he does have a concern, which he has
expressed to JFAC and Leadership over the last 5-8 years, and that is in
terms of Medicaid growth and its impact on the over-all state budget.  The
average Medicaid increase over the last dozen years is 12.1% and this
figure is used to project the budget growth for Medicaid.  He stated that
spending is a lot easier to project than revenues.  Mr. Youtz also pointed
out that Medicaid and Corrections are the two fastest growing cost
centers and present the biggest challenge in terms of putting pressure on
the budget situation.  

Senator Hill asked Mr. Youtz to explain to the committee how we are
going to save $260 million in property tax that was previously going to go
to public education, and yet, we are going to appropriate only $251 million
to public education to replace that. 

Mr. Youtz said that there is $10 million in discretionary funds in the public
schools budget that was not originally anticipated when the budget was
set.

With no further questions from the committee, Chairman Bunderson
thanked Mr. Youtz, Mr. Hammond, and Mr. John for their attendance and
participation in the meeting and also for their dedicated service.  He
stated that it is not an easy task to make forecasts and there will be more
forthcoming.  The Chairman also stated that with a lot of diversity in
forecasts, his personal concern is that the legislature is proceeding too
fast.

The Chairman announced that public testimony would be taken and he
asked that it be held to two minutes and if asked a question, to limit their
answer to 60 seconds.  

CON Testifying in opposition to the bill was Ernest Jensen, representing the
Idaho School Boards Association.  He stated that they voiced their
position all during the last legislative session and their position has not
changed.  They prefer to not see the 3 mils go.  He also said that H 1 has
some items in it that they are thankful that are there: 1) The $100 million
in the stabilization fund, which they feel is very important; 2) Thanks to
everyone who has put time and effort into the bill.  There are challenges
with this bill and his Association would like to help solve those challenges. 
Mr. Jensen said that he, too, is an elected official, serving on the School
Board of School District #91 in Idaho Falls and oftentimes they have had
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to make decisions that are not popular.

PRO Paul Kimmell, Latah County Commissioner, (finishing his 3rd term),
spoke in favor of H 1.  He said he was testifying for the Association of
Counties to show support for the need of this bill and the need for this
special session.  They continue to support further property tax relief and
each June, they sit as a board of equalization.  Mr. Kimmell stated that the
property tax problem is far from being solved, but is moving forward to a
balance.  He also said that small businesses, not just large businesses,
will benefit greatly from this bill.

Chairman Bunderson said that he has heard some educators say that
when they heard that the Association of Counties supported this tax shift
from education, they were curious as to the reaction of the counties if the
role was reversed.  Since the counties get about the same amount of
property taxes as the schools, what if the state said they would take over
county budgets and pay those out of the state revenues.  Mr. Kimmell
said they do a lot of the state’s business at the local level - but that’s not
what is in the bill before the committee today.  The Association is not
attempting to attack any part of the local property tax plan.  

Senator Stegner asked Mr. Kimmell if the state legislature gave Latah
County the option to collect taxes in another form, other than just
property, would he be in favor of that?  Mr. Kimmell replied that there
may be some opportunity and benefit in that.

Senator Langhorst said he has heard that small businesses will be hurt. 
He asked Mr. Kimmell to explain his earlier comments.  Mr. Kimmell said
that his statement was his opinion based on his observations in Moscow.

CON Inserted into the minutes is a copy of the testimony of Phil Homer,
representing the Idaho Association of School Administrators.

Chairman Bunderson and Members of the Senate Local Government and
Taxation Committee:

My name is Phil Homer and I represent the Idaho Association of School
Administrators

One should know the danger of standing in front of a freight train that is
coming down the track at a high rate of speed. You have also given me
time in the past to explain our views on this matter. However as school
administrators, we still have reservations about HB 1 and cannot support
this bill.

I would, however, call your attention to two positive changes in HB 1.
First, the high market value area school districts, who are struggling to
hire staff because of the high cost of living associated with these areas,
will now have at least a maintenance of current funding, which will give
them time to figure out their future funding process. Second, placing $100
million in the budget stabilization account, rather than a lesser amount
that was discussed during the past legislative session, is certainly a step
in the right direction to hedge against a downturn in the economy. Both of
these changes are very much appreciated, and we thank you for them.
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Lastly, we want you to know that we stand ready at a moment*s notice to
sit at the table to help chart the future course of financing public schools.
Our organization has a great deal of expertise in public school finance,
which we feel can be helpful to you.  We await your invitation.

PRO Steve Ahrens, President of IACI (Idaho Association of Commerce
and Industry) was called on to testify.  He indicated that he had given the
Chairman a green sheet and would not be testifying.

Chairman Bunderson said no one else had signed up to testify in favor
of the bill and asked if anyone else in the room cared to testify in support. 
There were none.

CON Ms. Barb Bode, President of the Idaho PTA, said “they understand the
need for property tax relief, but they do not support the Governor’s bill.  If
it is the intent of this bill to replace the three mils with sales tax and
surplus, then the bill needs to say that.  Right now, it does not say, other
than for this next year, the monies from the sales tax or surplus will be
dedicated to educational funding.  That’s the only way to truly protect
educational funding.  No matter which way the vote goes, the Idaho PTA
will continue to be here.”

CON Testifying next was Don Reading, Economist, representing the Idaho
Center on Budget and Tax Policy.  He said he is speaking in opposition 
to the bill.  He provided a handout, which is on file with the Legislative
Services Library.  It contained graphs showing the impact of reducing the
property tax M&O levy three mils; the impact of raising the sales tax rate
one cent; and the net impact of both changes.  Mr. Reading said this will
saddle most Idaho families with a net tax increase.  He stated that it is not
a tax relief bill, but a tax shift bill for residential home owners.  

Senator Sweet inquired of Mr. Reading exactly who is the Idaho Center
on Budget and Tax Policy and where they got their information.  Mr.
Reading said it is an institute that analyzes tax policy and they get their
information from census data and is based in Washington, D.C.  

CON Jim Shakelford, Executive Director, IEA, testified next.  He said he
represents about 12,000 employees of Idaho’s public schools across the
state.  He said there are two concerns that he would like to address. 
First, the property tax has historically provided a safety net for schools.  If
a shift occurs, as proposed in H 1, then the general fund will take on the
obligation of providing 100 percent of the funding for Idaho’s public
schools.  There is no assurance that the amount that schools would have
received from the three mils that would have been replaced, will also be
considered by the legislature for replacement as well.  The other concern
is that the $100 million to be placed in a rainy day account be given now
to Idaho’s public schools, so that some of the schools’ problems can be
addressed now.

Senator Corder said his understanding is that JFAC meets every year
and determines the funding per support unit and it has nothing to do with
how much has been collected from the counties.   Mr. Shackelford said
the point he was trying to make was that with the legislature taking over
100 percent of the funding and all of the funding being fixed at this point in
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time, the value of the three mils that would increase over a period of time
is not provided that the increase would also be recognized and continued
in the appropriations in the future.  Senator Corder said it appears to him
that the change is not recognized now and that JFAC sets that amount
and it has no relationship to the three mils.  Mr. Shackelford believes
they are intertwined, there is a mix and contains a recognition of the
amount of money that the three mils would provide to the schools at the
local level, and that is exhibited by the simple fact that when you look at
the budget documents, the bottom line, the amount of money going to
schools does include that calculation.

Senator Sweet asked Mr. Shackelford how much money of the current
surplus should go to public schools?  Mr. Shackelford said the level of
funding in the state of Idaho for public schools is inadequate and they
would rather see the $100 million that is currently being set aside, be
provided to public schools sooner, than later.

Senator Sweet said that if he understood Mr. Shackelford correctly, the
public schools need $100 million immediately.  If that’s the case, how did
you arrive at that?  Mr. Shackelford replied that the proposal they are
supporting in November would provide the same amount of increased
revenue in public schools that the sales tax would generate and that
would provide sufficient revenues for Idaho’s public schools to address
issues with regard to class size reduction, improve technology and
updating outdated textbooks.  He said they think of that as a fair and
appropriate number for the state of Idaho to use to help the schools
address those inadequate funding levels.

Senator Sweet said that when Mr. Shackelford referred to the initiative,
he wanted to know  what number Mr. Shackelford was referring to.

Mr. Shackelford said that Proposition One proposes to either increase
the sales tax to six percent (6%), unless the Legislature decides to use
that penny for something else, and to devote the amount of money raised
by the sales tax to Idaho’s K-12 public schools.  That number, at the latest
calculations, should be between $210 and $220 million. 

Chairman Bunderson asked if there was anyone else who wanted to
testify.  There were none.  He stated that this concludes public testimony. 

He said that relative to the arguments and “white paper”, if there is no
objection, he would like to propose that they be made part of the minutes,
with the proviso that any member of the committee that has other
additional information to present, to supply that to our Secretary of the
Senate and then it will be included with the “white paper”.  The Chairman 
asked if there was any objection.

Senator Stegner asked if it was the Chairman’s intent, or was it policy,
that all of the handouts that were received today to be made part of the
minutes of this meeting.  The Chairman replied that it was the normal
procedure and he would like to incorporate them as part of the minutes,
similar to what the committee did with the “white paper” of the last
session. He feels there needs to be full disclosure of this issue and each
committee member needs to weigh in and have their views referenced.  
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Senator Stegner said, specifically to the Chairman’s suggestion, he didn’t
have a problem with the document being part of all of the handouts for
today’s meeting, but he stated that he is uncomfortable about approving
any further endorsement of the document subject to modifications.  He
said that he didn’t want to involve himself in tracking the modifications and
he has numerous problems with a number of the assumptions and
statements.  He doesn’t want it interpreted that he is endorsing the logic
in this particular paper without the advantage of another session to review
its progress and adaptions.....  The Chairman asked Senator Stegner if
he would “put it on paper” and the Senator replied that he didn’t feel that
strongly about it and didn’t want to do the work.  The Chairman said,
regarding the Senator’s criticism, he would suggest that the Senator
should be willing to do enough work to be accounted.  The Chairman said
the issue is important enough that people need to weigh in and his intent
is to make the documents available on the Internet.  

Senator Langhorst said that many times in the past, this committee and
JFAC and others, rely on information from the State Tax Commission and
DFM.  He said that he is in support of the Chairman’s idea so that people
can see what is being said about this bill.  Senator Corder also
supported the idea that the documents be part of the minutes.  Senator
Sweet wanted a clarification of “documents”.  He asked if it was a
separate “white paper” being endorsed as such by the entire committee or
simply talking about attaching the documents that have been put forth
with testimony as part of the committee hearing within the minutes.  The
Chairman said the committee would not be meeting again as a
committee and there needs to be a record of the process that the
committee has gone through.  If additional points or pro-con arguments
need to be made, they would be included as well, or you can challenge a
point with another argument.  Chairman Bunderson went on to say that
this issue is significant enough that the arguments should be available for
anyone in the state to look at and to see how the committee arrived at
their decision.  He said that was the motivation for full disclosure and
accountability.  Senator Stegner said he needed a clarification regarding
the documents.  He stated that he does not have a problem with the
documents received today as being made official and part of the minutes
and proceedings of this meeting and placed on the Internet.  The concern
he has are the statements the Chairman alluded to in modifying the
document for the eventual release of  “white paper” from this committee. 
The Chairman said he would rescind his interpretation.  Senator Sweet
said he shared Senator Stegner’s statement.  Senator Langhorst said he
agreed and that the committee would let the white paper speak for itself,
but it would not mean that everyone on the committee endorses all of the
white paper conclusions.

The Chairman asked that all in favor of attaching to the minutes all
current documents and posting them on the Internet to say “aye”.  The
vote was unanimous. 

Chairman Bunderson said the bill is now before the committee and
asked for discussion, comments, or motions.

MOTION: Senator Hill said that in interest of time and because all of the issues
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have been discussed for three months, plus today, he made the motion to
send H 1 to the floor with no recommendation.  Senator Stegner
seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Langhorst made a substitute motion to send H 1 to the 14th

order.  Senator Malepeai seconded the motion.

Senator Sweet said he opposes the second motion.  He said he has
heard comments that this bill is lacking and does not support public
education.  He said that he very strongly takes exception to that and with
$100 million going into the public education stabilization fund, that is a
tremendous commitment to the children of Idaho and the citizens of the
state.

Senator Langhorst asked to explain his substitute motion.  He said his
intention for sending it to the 14th order is to have the opportunity to
debate better ideas, but did not have the opportunity to be debated here
today.  He said the narrowness by which the proclamation created this
special session precluded from consideration other bills.  Senator
Langhorst said the bill that is on the table, a similar proposal was
defeated three times in committee during the last session.

Senator Hill called for a ruling on the substitute motion.  He said that in a
letter sent out by the Chairman to committee members, it stated that a
letter received from the Attorney General’s Office said that minor
amendments may be possible, but realistically, amendments would likely
require a new or modified proclamation.  Senator Hill said these things
that are being discussed are new amendments and should not be before
this committee and he asked for a ruling on the substitute motion.  The
Chairman explained that if the Legislature chose to amend the bill, before
proceeding further, it would be wise for Leadership to approach the
Gentleman on the second floor and have him issue a new proclamation to
accommodate a bill that he would support.  Senator Langhorst said that
he doesn’t understand the concern and fear about amendments and
different ideas.  He praised the Chairman for the manner in which he has
conducted this meeting.  The Senator said his remarks about the
narrowness of the proclamation were not directed at the Chairman, but
the narrowness of the proclamation and the idea that they can’t discuss
other ideas makes the process a sham and is not a good legislative
decision.  Senator Langhorst said if his substitute motion was not
approved, he wanted to serve notice that he would be submitting a
dissenting opinion and anyone is welcome to sign it.

VOTE ON
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Chairman Bunderson said the substitute motion was before the
committee, which is to send the bill to the 14th order, and asked the
secretary to call the roll.  Voting aye were Senators Langhorst and
Malepeai.  Voting nay were Senators Corder, Williams, McKenzie, Sweet,
Stegner, Hill and Bunderson.  (2-7)

VOTE ON
MOTION:

Chairman Bunderson said the original motion was now before the
committee and it is to send the bill to the floor without recommendation. 
He said that it was open for discussion.  There were no comments from
the committee members.  The Chairman said that he wished to make a
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point of discussion.  He said that he is deeply concerned that this bill has
more to do with education than with tax policy and that it has a profound
impact on education policy.  He stated that the legislature is changing in a
day the way it funds public education in a very profound way.  It is his
opinion that they are diminishing the role of trustees as they seek to
manage the financial affairs of their districts and replacing that with state
control.  He also believes, philosophically, that it runs counter to his
philosophy of limiting centralization of government and giving greater
flexibility to local elected officials.  Thus, minimizing the legislature’s role
in telling local elected officials how to operate.  He said there are other
concerns that he will talk about on the floor of the Senate and he will
oppose sending it to the floor.  With no further discussion, the Chairman
asked the secretary to call the roll.  Voting aye were Senators Corder,
Williams, McKenzie, Sweet, Stegner, and Hill.  Voting nay were Senators
Langhorst, Malepeai and Bunderson.  (6-3)

ADJOURN Chairman Bunderson announced that the bill passed the committee and
will go to the floor without recommendation.  He said the Senate will
convene there very soon.  The meeting adjourned at 6:15 p.m.

Senator Hal Bunderson
Chairman

Juanita Budell
Secretary
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